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Abstract Proline-rich homeodomain (PRH) is a regula-

tory protein controlling transcription and gene expression

processes by binding to the specific sequence of DNA,

especially to the sequence 50-TAATNN-30. The impact of

base pair mutations on the binding between the PRH pro-

tein and DNA is investigated using molecular dynamics

and free energy simulations to identify DNA sequences

that form stable complexes with PRH. Three 20-ns

molecular dynamics simulations (PRH–TAATTG, PRH–

TAATTA and PRH–TAATGG complexes) in explicit

solvent water were performed to investigate three com-

plexes structurally. Structural analysis shows that the

native TAATTG sequence forms a complex that is more

stable than complexes with base pair mutations. It is also

observed that upon mutation, the number and occupancy of

the direct and water-mediated hydrogen bonds decrease.

Free energy calculations performed with the thermody-

namic integration method predict relative binding free

energies of 0.64 and 2 kcal/mol for GC to AT and TA to

GC mutations, respectively, suggesting that among the

three DNA sequences, the PRH–TAATTG complex is

more stable than the two mutated complexes. In addition, it

is demonstrated that the stability of the PRH–TAATTA

complex is greater than that of the PRH–TAATGG

complex.

Keywords Proline-rich homeodomain (PRH) � Protein-

DNA binding affinity � Hydrogen bond interactions �
Molecular dynamics simulations � Free energy calculation �
Thermodynamic integration

Introduction

The binding of proteins to DNA is of fundamental

importance in many basic processes of living cells, such as

growth, cell division, differentiation and gene expression.

The ability of a protein to distinguish particular DNA

sequences and bind targeted sequences with high affinity is

vital to such processes. The specificity of protein–DNA

complexes is governed by a number of factors, including

direct and indirect (water-mediated) hydrogen bonds, van

der Waals and electrostatic interactions. Molecular mod-

eling and molecular dynamics simulation (MD) methods

are useful tools for investigating important physical fea-

tures that determine the molecular basis of protein–DNA

interactions at the atomic level and molecular time scales

(Sen and Nilsson 1999; Reyes and Kollman 1999; Tsui

et al. 2000).

The proline-rich homeodomain (PRH) protein is a

transcription factor that plays a key role in the regulation of

gene expression in all eukaryotes (Martinez-Barbera et al.

2000; Crompton et al. 1992) and is necessary for control-

ling cell differentiation and cell proliferation (Guiral et al.

2001). It is involved in many processes, such as the regu-

lation of hematopoiesis in adults (Guo et al. 2003;
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Jayaraman et al. 2000) and the formation of many vital

organs during embryonic development (Swingler et al.

2004; Foley and Mercola 2005). In addition, PRH is a

DNA-binding protein with the capability of activating and

repressing the transcription of its target genes (Pellizzari

et al. 2000; Kasamatsu et al. 2004). The PRH protein

contains a proline-rich N-terminal domain, a central

homeodomain being essential for sequence-specific DNA

binding, and a C-terminal domain (Crompton et al. 1992).

The central homeodomain of PRH is a helix-turn-helix type

DNA-binding domain with 60 amino acids (amino acids

10–22 = helix-1, amino acids 28–38 = helix-2, amino

acids 42–58 = helix-3) (Crompton et al. 1992) that con-

sists of an N-terminal arm and three a-helices that are

separated by a short loop and short turn, respectively. The

insertion of a third helix (recognition helix) into the major

groove and the N-terminal arm into the adjacent minor

groove of DNA results in sequence-specific DNA binding

(Billeter 1996; Kissinger et al. 1990). Position 50 in the

recognition helix, occupied by lysine or glutamine, plays a

fundamental role in recognizing specific DNA-binding

sites (Hanes and Brent 1991). Regardless of whether the

residue at position 50 is glutamine or lysine, the homeo-

domain interacts with binding sequence 50-TAATNN-30

(Laughon 1991). Homeodomains with glutamine at posi-

tion 50 (Q50), such as PRH, recognize TAATTG, TA-

ATTA or TAATGG DNA sequences (Billeter 1996; Schier

and Gehring 1993).

Because of the importance of PRH in biological sys-

tems, quantifying the relative affinity of PRH with the

aforementioned DNA sequences is an essential step toward

understanding the structural and dynamic changes that

arise because of these mutations. In this article, the relative

affinity of PRH for mutant sequences is computed by

creating three models for the PRH–DNA complexes. In a

previous study (Jalili and Karami 2012), intermolecular

contacts in native PRH–DNA complexes with a TAATTG

sequence were investigated. Here we compare the native

PRH–DNA complex with complexes created by mutations

of the GC and TA base pairs in TAATTG to AT and GC

base pairs, respectively, to form TAATTA and TAATGG

sequences. The structure of the native PRH–DNA complex

and the DNA sequence existing in the native and mutated

states is shown in Fig. 1. In this work, calculations were

carried out in two phases: first, to investigate conforma-

tional and structural changes induced by the base pair

mutations, molecular dynamics simulation of native com-

plex and two mutated complexes was performed, and

second, the change in the binding free energy relative to the

native sequence was investigated for each mutation.

The effect of mutations of a specific residue on a protein

or DNA structure has been previously studied experimen-

tally and theoretically (Kwok et al. 2000). Hart and Nilsson

(2008) performed MD simulations and free energy calcu-

lations on the transcription factor Ndt80 either in complex

with the native DNA sequence or with mutant DNA with a

switched central base pair, C5–G50 to G5–C50. One of their

aims was to investigate the conformational changes around

the CG5 base pair. Duan and Nilsson (2002) performed

MD simulations on several wild-type and mutant homeo-

domain-DNA complexes to explore the role of residue 50

in homeodomain–DNA interactions and examine the role

of different side chains (lysine, glutamine, serine and

cysteine) of residue 50 in DNA recognition.

To the best of our knowledge, the effects of particular

DNA sequences on the formation, structure and binding

free energy of the PRH–DNA complex have not been

investigated. Recently, Beierlein et al. (2011) studied the

effect of base pair mutations on controller protein (C-pro-

tein)–DNA complex using the thermodynamic integration

method and calculated the relative binding free energies of

a series of mutants of a protein-binding DNA operator

Fig. 1 a A schematic

representation of the native

PRH–DNA complex (PRH and

DNA are shown in ribbon and

stick representations,

respectively). b The sequence of

DNA in the native (middle), M1

complex (top) and M2 complex

(bottom). The base pairs

corresponding to the GC ? AT

and the TA ? GC mutations

are put in pink and blue
rectangular boxes, respectively
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sequence. In a previous study (Jalili and Karami 2012),

MD simulations of the native complex (complex between

PRH and DNA with TAATTG sequence) were carried out

to elucidate the intermolecular contacts in the PRH–DNA

complex and the role of water molecules forming water-

mediated contacts. In that study, particular attention

focused on the dynamic properties of water at the interface

of the complex and hydrogen bond patterns of protein–

DNA interaction.

In this work, explicit water MD simulations of the native

and two mutated complexes were carried out to compare

the conformational and structural differences of these

complexes. In addition, the relative affinity of PRH protein

to each of the DNA sequences was examined by calculat-

ing the binding free energy using the thermodynamic

integration method.

Computational details

Molecular dynamic simulation

The initial coordinates of the native PRH–DNA complex

were constructed by superimposing the structure of the

Msx-1 homeodomain-DNA complex (PDB id, 1IG7)

(Hovde et al. 2001) on a PRH structure (PDB id, 2E1O)

based on 3D alignment and structural similarity at the

recognition helix of PRH and Msx-1 homeodomain using

the Strap program (Gille 2006). Two other complexes

containing mutated DNA were obtained using a nucleotide

base mutation script provided on the multiscale Modeling

Tools for Structural Biology (MMTSB) website (http://

blue11.bch.msu.edu/mmtsb/Main_Page). In this study,

residues 4–60 of the homeodomain section of PRH were

considered.

For convenience, the native PRH–DNA complex (PRH–

TAATTG complex) and the two mutated complexes

(PRH–TAATTA and PRH–TAATGG complexes) are

henceforth called the native, M1 and M2 complexes,

respectively. All simulations were carried out using the

GROMACS 4.5.1 simulation package (van der Spoel et al.

2005) based on the AMBER 03 force field (Duan et al.

2003). Three 20-ns MD simulations were carried out for

each of the native, M1 and M2 complexes. In all com-

plexes, the zwitterionic state (NH3? and COO-, respec-

tively) was used for both the N- and C-terminal arms of the

PRH protein. Each initial structure was placed in a periodic

cubic box with a minimal distance of 10 Å from the solute

to the walls of the simulation box. The boxes were then

filled with appropriate amounts of TIP3P water molecules

(Jorgensen et al. 1983). To achieve an electrically neutral

system, individual water molecules were substituted by

added ions (15 Na? for each three complexes). Conditions

of constant pressure (1 bar) and temperature (310 K) were

obtained by application of the Parrinello-Rahman barostat

(Parrinello and Rahman 1981) and Nosé–Hoover thermo-

stat (Nosé 1984; Hoover 1985). The time constants used for

coupling the barostat and thermostat to the degrees of

freedom of the system were 1.0 and 0.5 ps, respectively.

The value of the isothermal compressibility was set to

4.5 9 10-5 bar-1. The initial velocities were taken from a

Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution at a temperature of

310 K. The cutoff distance for van-der-Waals interactions

was set to 10 Å. The particle mesh Ewald (PME) (Essman

et al. 1995) method was used to treat the long-range

electrostatic interactions, while the SHAKE algorithm

(Ryckaert et al. 1977) was used to constrain all bonds

involving hydrogen atoms. The leapfrog algorithm

(Hockney 1970) with a time step of 2 fs was utilized to

integrate the equations of motion. The following protocol

was used for all MD simulations: First, 1,000-step steepest

descent minimization with position restraints of 1,000 kJ

mol-1 nm-2 on the water molecules was performed, fol-

lowed by the same minimization condition but with posi-

tion restraints on the PRH–DNA complex. To relax the

system, two 500-step unrestrained minimizations using the

steepest descent and conjugate gradient methods were

carried out. Then, an equilibration of 1 ns was performed

under constant volume and temperature conditions. Finally,

a production run was carried out for 20 ns under conditions

of constant pressure and temperature. The atomic coordi-

nates were saved every 4 ps for analysis.

Free energy calculations

The development of algorithms for the calculation of the

free energy of biological systems using time series

extracted from molecular dynamics trajectories has been a

major area of research in computational biophysical

chemistry and drug discovery (Kollman 1993; Deng and

Roux 2009; Beveridge and Dicapua 1989; Sneddon et al.

1989; Gilson et al. 1997; Simonson et al. 2002; Boresch

et al. 2003) in the past few years. The free energy pertur-

bation (FEP) (Zwanzig 1954) and thermodynamic inte-

gration (TI) (Kirkwood 1935) methods are the most

important and practical computational techniques for cal-

culation of binding or solvation free energies. In the

present study, the TI method was used to obtain the relative

binding free energy of the two created mutations

(GC ? AT and TA ? GC). In this approach, a coupling

constant lambda (k) is introduced, which can take values

from 0 (for native state) to 1 (for mutated state). The free

energy difference between native and mutated states can be

evaluated as
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DG ¼
Z1

0

oGðkÞ
ok

� �
k

dk ð1Þ

where G(k) is the potential energy of the system as a

function of the coupling constant, and
oGðkÞ

ok

D E
k

is an

ensemble average at a given k.

To estimate the relative binding free energies (DDGbind)

of PRH to the native and mutated forms of DNA, the

thermodynamic cycle shown in Fig. 2 was applied. The

total difference in binding affinities of the PRH to the two

DNAs, DDGbind, is equal to DG3–DG4. Since Gibbs free

energy is a state function, relative binding free energy of

the system can be described as

DDGbind ¼ DG3 � DG4 ¼ DG1 � DG2; ð2Þ

As the dual-topology (Gao et al. 1989) approach was used

in this study, the perturbations between structurally diverse

species (purine and pyrimidine bases) were feasible. In the

case of atoms that are in only the native or mutated forms of

DNA, each mutation was broken up into three steps for

consistency (Tutorial 9, AMBER web site 2009) for those

atoms that vanish or appear between forms being compared:

In the first step of the process, the atomic partial charge on the

atoms was removed (discharging step, DGdischg). In the

second step, the van-der-Waals transformation was

performed using a softcore (Steinbrecher et al. 2007)

potential (vdW-transformation step, DGvdw), and finally

the partial charges on new atoms were placed (charging step,

DGchg) in the third step. This three-step procedure was done

for each mutation (GC ? AT and TA ? GC) in both the

free state to yield DG2 [free (discharging, vdW-

transformation and charging)] and in the bound state to

compute DG1 [bound (discharging, vdW-transformation and

charging)]. The MD simulations in each step of the three-step

procedure were done independently for each lambda value.

For each lambda value, the minimization, equilibration and

production run were carried out. An initial structure for the

DNA is required in these simulations. Here, the native DNA

sequence was made utilizing the HyperChem modeling

program (HyperChem Release 7, 2002). To form mutated

free DNA and PRH–DNA complex structures, the nucleotide

base mutation script provided on the MMTSB website was

applied.

In the free energy calculations, both water-solvated free

and bound states were considered. To solvate the system,

the starting structure of a free or bound state was placed in

a periodic cubic box containing TIP3P water molecules

(Jorgensen et al. 1983). Sodium counter ions were added to

the system to maintain electroneutrality. All free energy

simulations were performed using sander.MPI the in

AMBER 10 suite of programs (Case et al. 2008) with the

ff99bsc0 (modified amber99) force field (Pérez et al. 2007).

In this study, the lambda parameter was set to range from

0.1 to 0.9 in increments of 0.1. In each simulation, a cutoff

distance of 10 Å was applied to smoothly truncate van-der-

Waals interactions. The particle mesh Ewald (PME)

(Essman et al. 1995) method was used to treat the long-

range electrostatic interactions, and the SHAKE algorithm

(Ryckaert et al. 1977) was used to constrain all bonds

involving hydrogen atoms. The following protocol was

used for the free energy simulations: First, 2,000-step

steepest descent minimization with position restraints of

25 kcal mol-1 Å-2 on the water molecules was performed,

followed by another 2,000 unconstrained minimization

steps, switching from the steepest descent to the conjugate

gradient method after 1,000 steps. Afterward, a 300-ps

equilibration was performed with a Langevin-type ther-

mostat with temperature 310 K and a collision frequency

5 ps-1. In addition, a 200-ps equilibration with isotropic

pressure scaling at 1 atm and a pressure relaxation time of

2 ps was carried out. Finally, a production run of 1,500 ps

was performed in the NPT ensemble. In both the equili-

bration procedure and the production run, a time step of

2 fs was utilized. Energy outputs were saved every 0.5 ps.

From the total simulation time of 2,000 ps, only data from

the production run (500–2,000 ps) were chosen for analy-

sis. Numerical integration of dG/dk was done using a

standard trapezoid rule. The dG/dk values for k = 0 and 1

were obtained by linearly extrapolation from the closest

two values (Tutorial 9, AMBER web site 2009).

Results and discussion

Structural analysis

To compare the stability of the native and mutated com-

plexes, root mean square deviations (RMSD) of the protein

Ca and DNA backbone atoms relative to the starting

structures are shown in the Fig. 3. The PRH in the native

complex becomes stable after 2.5 ns, and the correspond-

ing RMSD value fluctuates around 0.13 nm (blue line in

Fig. 3a). PRH in the mutated complexes equilibrate much

more slowly than the native complex does. First, the
Fig. 2 Thermodynamic cycle for computing the relative binding free

energy in the PRH–DNA complex
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RMSD of the PRH in the M1 complex fluctuates around

0.1 nm. After 10 ns, the RMSD increases sharply to nearly

0.17 nm and then remains stable to the end of the simu-

lation (red line in Fig. 3a). The RMSD of the PRH in M2

complexes increases for nearly 5 ns and fluctuates around

0.2 nm for the rest of the simulation time (black line in

Fig. 3a). The DNA in the native complex is stable in the

sense that the RMSD values are small, whereas DNA in the

M1 and M2 complexes deviates slightly from the reference

structure. The RMSD value of the DNA fluctuates around

0.15 nm in a native complex and 0.2 and 0.3 nm in the M1

and M2 complexes, respectively (Fig. 3b). The trends of

the RMSD for PRH and DNA in complex indicate that the

native complex is the most stable structure.

In addition to RMSD values, we did compute (1) SD of

the RMSD values, (2) statistical uncertainties of the RMSD

values by time-block analysis (block averaging method)

and (3) the proportion of the RMSD of the energy relative

to the average of the energy values, too (data was not

shown). Each of these three values indicates the conver-

gence of the simulation clearly and correctly because both

the standard deviation and statistical uncertainties of the

RMSD values are of the order of magnitude of 10-2 (these

values are one order less than the magnitude of the RMSD

values), and the proportion of the RMSD of the energy

relative to the average of the energy values is of the order

of magnitude of 10-3.

To obtain information on the flexibility of structural

elements, root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) of the

Ca atoms in the protein and the DNA backbone atoms were

examined and are shown in Fig. 4. In the case of the PRH

protein, the residues of the N- and C-terminal arms (residues

4–9 and 57–60) show the greatest fluctuations in all three

complexes. Among these three complexes, PRH in the M2

complex has the greatest flexibility, while the native complex

has the least flexibility (Fig. 4a). In the case of the DNA

component of the complexes, the two ends of each strand not

involved in protein binding show larger fluctuations (nucle-

otides 1–3 and 10–13 for a strand and 14–17 and 24–26 for

b strand). Similar to the proteins in complex, the DNA in the

native complex has the smallest RMSF value (Fig. 4b). From

the trend obtained in RMSF values per residue, it can be

deduced that the rigidity of the DNA in the native complex is

greater than that in the mutated complexes.

Fig. 3 Time evolution of the root mean square deviation (RMSD)

measured from the corresponding starting structure: a protein in

complex (Ca atoms); b DNA in complex (DNA backbone). The

native, M1 and M2 complexes are in blue, red and black, respectively

Fig. 4 Root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) around the average MD

structure: a protein in complex (Ca atoms); b DNA in complex (DNA

backbone). The native, M1 and M2 complexes are in blue, red and

black, respectively
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Analysis of secondary structure was done using the

DSSP (Kabsch and Sander 1983) program. For this pur-

pose, the average number of residues adopting a-Helix,

310-Helix, b-Sheet, Bridge, Turn, Bend and Random Coil

secondary structural element was calculated for each of the

three during 20-ns simulation time and plotted in Fig. 5a.

In both the native and mutated complexes, most residues

participate in a-Helix conformations, and the number of

residues with the a-Helix conformation is the same for all

three complexes (42 of 57 residues). The Turn conforma-

tion, which often connects two a-Helixes together, is the

second most frequently observed secondary structural ele-

ment, while very few of the residues are involved in

b-Sheet and bridge structures. Since the a-Helix is the most

common secondary structural element, the probability of

participation in an a-Helix conformation for each residue

of the PRH in the complexes was calculated and is illus-

trated in Fig. 5b. For convenience, the probability related

to the native complex was multiplied by -1. It is clearly

seen from Fig. 5b that the TA ? GC mutation changes the

probability of participation in an a-Helix conformation

more than the GC ? AT mutation, especially in the region

of the first a-Helix. The observation that the major sec-

ondary structural element observed in the PRH protein in

each of the three trajectories is an a-helix is in agreement

with experimental and computational studies (Fraenkel

et al. 1998; Qian et al. 1989) of the family of homeodo-

main–DNA complexes.

Hydrogen bond analysis

To study the influence of mutations on direct and water-

mediated hydrogen bonds between PRH and DNA, the

percentage of hydrogen bond occupancy was calculated

between donor and acceptor atoms, and the results are

listed in Tables 1, 2 and 3. In the hydrogen bond analysis, a

hydrogen bond was defined by a certain criterion [donor–

acceptor distance (dDA) B 3.5 Å and the donor-hydrogen-

acceptor angle (aDHA) C 135�]. A water-mediated hydrogen

bond is defined to exist if a water molecule simultaneously

bridges both the protein and DNA through two hydrogen

bonds. In identifying the water-mediated hydrogen bonds,

we have used the same distance and angle cutoffs. The sta-

bility of hydrogen bonds was measured by the percentage of

their presence during the simulation. In these tables, contacts

populated over 30 % in the 10–20-ns-long trajectory are

listed. Upon mutation, the overall pattern of hydrogen bond

interactions is maintained in the mutated complexes during

the 20-ns MD simulation. Snapshots of the three complexes

after simulation shown in Fig. 6 demonstrate that in each of

the three complexes, the recognition helix was inserted into

the major groove, while the N-terminal arm was inserted into

the adjacent minor groove of the DNA. On the other hand,

despite some changes in the hydrogen-bonding network,

especially in the mutation region, there are no significant

structural changes between native and mutated complexes.

In a recent study (Jalili and Karami 2012), by analyzing the

direct and water-mediated hydrogen bonds, contacts such as

Gln50-C18, Gln50-A19, Gln50-water-T7 and Asn51-A6

were found to be important in PRH–DNA recognition in the

native complex. Based on our new results in the present

study, among the aforementioned interactions, there is only

the Gln50-A19 interaction in the M1 complex and only the

Gln50-C18 interaction in the M2 complex. Another impor-

tant interaction between Asn51 and A6 exists in each of the

three complexes but with lower occupancy in the mutated

complexes (84, 73 and 57 % for the native, M1 and M2

complexes, respectively). These important hydrogen bond

interactions in native and mutated complexes in final frame

of the trajectory are depicted in Fig. 7. The comparison of the

three complexes (as illustrated in Tables 1, 2 and 3) reveals

that the number of hydrogen bonds (direct or water-medi-

ated) that are formed between PRH and DNA in the native

and the M1 complexes is nearly the same (with slightly more

bonding in the native complex than in the M1 complex), but

this number decreases in the M2 complex. The same trend

was also observed in the hydrogen bond occupancy. For

Fig. 5 Secondary structure for 20-ns simulation. a Number of

residues adopting a-Helix, 310-Helix, b-Sheet, Bridge, Turn, Bend

and Random Coil secondary structures. b The probability of a-Helix

conformation for each residue of the PRH in complex. The PRH in the

native, M1 and M2 complexes are in green, blue and red, respectively
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example, in the native complex, the Gln50-A19 and Gln50-

C18 interactions, the most important interactions in PRH–

DNA recognition, have occupancy of 85 and 87 %, respec-

tively, whereas the occupancy of the Gln50-A19 interaction

in the M1 complex and the Gln50-C18 interaction in the M2

complex are 65 and 40 %, respectively. The data obtained

from the hydrogen bond analysis indicate that the reduction

of the stability in the M2 complex, which is mainly the result

of a reduction in the stability of hydrogen bonds, is greater

than that in the M1 complex. These data are consistent with

the binding free energy analysis discussed in the next section.

Free energy analysis

Free energy computations were performed using the TI

method to explore the effects of the base pair mutations

(GC ? AT and TA ? GC) on the relative binding affin-

ities of the PRH for three DNA sequences. To ensure

having well-equilibrated systems, free energy gradients

dG/dk versus time were plotted for the k = 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9

for both of simulations (Fig. 8 for GC ? AT and Fig. 9 for

TA ? GC mutation). As can be seen from these figures,

stable structures for both mutations were obtained after

500 ps of equilibration in both free and bound states. From

Table 1 PRH–DNA direct (top) and water-mediated (bottom)

hydrogen bonds of the native complex

Protein residue DNA base Occupancy (%)

Arg7 NH1 A6 O1P 40

Arg7 N A5 O1P 45

Phe8 N A5 O1P 41

Arg31 NH1 T17 O2P 49

Arg31 NH2 T17 O2P 35

Lys32 NZ T16 O2P 38

Arg43 NH2 T7 O2P 47

Gln50 OE1 C18 N4 87

Gln50 OE1 A19 N6 85

Asn51 HD21 A6 N7 84

Asn51 ND2 T4 O50 67

Arg53 NH2 C18 O1P 51

Arg57 NH2 A19 O2P 41

Arg58 NE C3 O2P 73

Ag58 NH2 C3 O50 56

Arg58 NH2 C3 O2P 49

Ser59 OG C3 O2P 67

Protein residue���Water���DNA base Occupancy (%)

Gly4 (N)���OW–HW���C3 (O30) 90–73

Arg7 (NE)���OW–HW���T4 (O30) 63–96

Trp48 (N)���OW–HW���A6 (O2P) 72–84

Gln50 (NE2)���OW–HW���T7 (O4) 86–82

Asn51 (OD1)���HW–OW���A20 (H61) 64–89

Only contacts populated over 30 % in the 10–20 ns of the trajectory

are listed. For the criterion, see the methods

Table 2 PRH–DNA direct (top) and water-mediated (bottom)

hydrogen bonds of the M1 complex

Protein residue DNA base Occupancy (%)

Gly4 N G24 O1P 33

Arg7 N A6 O1P 51

Tyr25 OH T17 O2P 93

Arg31 NH1 T17 O2P 98

Arg43 NH2 T7 O2P 33

Gln44 NE2 A6 O1P 45

Gln50 NE2 A19 N7 65

Gln50 OE1 A19 N6 62

Asn51 ND2 A6 N7 68

Asn51 OD1 A6 N6 73

Arg53 NH1 T18 O2P 95

Arg53 NH2 T18 O2P 79

Lys55 NZ T4 O2P 31

Arg57 NH1 A19 O2P 72

Protein residue���Water���DNA base Occupancy (%)

Val6 (N)���OW–HW���C3 (O1P) 48–57

Gln44 (O)���HW–OW�����A6 (N6) 46–63

Gln50 (NE2)���OW–HW���A20 (N3) 59–42

Asn51 (OD1)���HW–OW���A20 (N6) 47–52

Only contacts populated over 30 % in the 10–20 ns of the trajectory

are listed. For the criterion, see the methods

Table 3 PRH–DNA direct (top) and water-mediated (bottom)

hydrogen bonds of the M2 complex

Protein residue DNA base Occupancy (%)

Gly4 N T4 O2 45

Phe8 N A5 O1P 75

Arg43 NH2 T7 O2P 51

Arg43 NE T7 O2P 46

Gln44 NE2 A6 O1P 82

Gln50 OE1 C18 N4 40

Asn51 ND2 A6 N7 57

Arg53 NE T17 O2P 52

Arg53 NH2 T17 O1P 48

Arg57 NE C19 O2P 47

Arg57 NH1 C18 O2P 69

Protein residue���Water���DNA base Occupancy (%)

Gly4 (N)���OW–HW���T4 (O30) 31–39

Gln50 (NE2)���OW–HW���T7 (O4) 30–36

Asn51 (ND2)���OW–HW���A5 (O2P) 34–40

Only contacts populated over 30 % in the 10–20 ns of the trajectory

are listed. For the criterion, see the methods
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these figures, it is also obvious that, after the equilibration,

1,500 ps of simulation is sufficient to calculate the binding

free energy because the cumulative average of the deriv-

ative dG/dk (shown in red, black and violet lines for

k = 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9, respectively) has converged to

acceptable tolerances for all simulations. Another purpose

of plotting dG/dk versus time is to observe trends in how

dG/dk changes with increasing the lambda value (from 0.1

to 0.9) in each simulation. To this end, lambda values 0.1,

0.5 and 0.9 (in the beginning, middle and end of pertur-

bation) were selected. In all cases (as shown in Figs. 8, 9),

the free energy gradients dG/dk decrease with increasing

Fig. 6 Snapshots of the a native, b M1 and c M2 complexes related to the final frame of simulation (PRH and DNA are shown in ribbon and

stick representations, respectively)

Fig. 7 Direct and indirect hydrogen bonds in the native and the mutated complexes, a Gln50-water-T7 and b Asn51-A6 in native complex,

c Gln50-A19 in M1 complex and d Gln50-C18 in M2 complex
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lambda value. Because the plot for k = 0.5 in the vdW

transformation step of both mutations (in Fig. 8) is close to

the plot for k = 0.1 and 0.9, for having better comparison

and obtaining more obvious plots, only the free energy

derivatives dG/dk for k = 0.1 and 0.9 are shown. For

similar reasons, plots of the free energy derivatives are not

shown for the vdW-transformation step of both mutations

in Fig. 9.

The free energy derivatives dG/dk are shown as a

function of the coupling constants in Fig. 10 for the

GC ? AT mutation and in Fig. 11 for the TA ? GC

mutation. In each plot, the root mean square fluctuations

(SD) of the free energy derivative dG/dk are denoted by

vertical lines (error bars). These data were used to

numerically integrate the free energy derivatives to

determine the relative binding affinities. In the case of the

GC ? AT mutation (see Fig. 10), the discharging and

charging steps in the free and bound states show smoother

behavior (with a standard deviation of approximately 5.5

and 4.6 kcal/mol for the discharging and charging steps,

respectively) compared to the vdW-transformation step

(with a standard deviation of approximately 6.1 kcal/mol),

particularly for the bound state. In Fig. 11 for the case of

the TA ? GC mutation, the free energy derivative

decreases smoothly with k in the discharging and charg-

ing steps for both the free and bound states (with SD of

approximately 5.9 and 6.4 kcal/mol, respectively),

whereas the free energy derivative in the vdW-transfor-

mation step is not smooth for both the free and bound

states (with SD of approximately 10.3 kcal/mol). Overall,

it can be deduced that the fluctuations of the dG/dk in the

case of mutations from purines to pyrimidines and vice

versa (such as TA ? GC mutation) are greater than in the

case of mutations from purines to purines or from

pyrimidines to pyrimidines (such as the GC ? AT

mutation). This result is in good agreement with data

obtained from a theoretical study performed by Beierlein

et al. (2011).

Fig. 8 Free energy gradients dG/dk for discharging (top), vdW-

transformation (middle) and charging steps (bottom) of the GC ? AT

mutation as a function of time for k = 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 for the

discharging and charging steps and for k = 0.1 and 0.9 in the vdW-

transformation step (left and right plots are related to the free and

bound states, respectively). The cumulative averages are shown in

red, black and violet lines for k = 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9, respectively
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To understand the detailed molecular mechanism of

binding, the different components of the free energy were

analyzed. The predicted relative binding affinities and the

free energy components are summarized in Table 4. To get

a better view about which of the three steps, the dis-

charging, vdW-transformation or charging step, has the

most effect on the binding free energy, the free energy

change associated with the three individual steps (DGdischg,

DGvdw and DGchg) in both the free and bound state were

carefully compared. Initially, the simple perturbation of the

GC ? AT and then more complex perturbation of the

TA ? GC were analyzed.

The statistical uncertainties of dG/dk values obtained

from free energy simulation were estimated using block

averaging method (Hess 2002) (Table 4). Block averaging

is useful to analyze correlated data, such as the results

obtained from a MD simulation. In this method, each

trajectory was divided into blocks, and the average dG/dk
of each block was calculated. The errors in dG/dk value

were then estimated as 1 SD of the block averages. In

GC ? AT mutation, the discharging step of free and

bound states (0.29 and 0.64 kcal/mol, respectively) have

the smallest and largest error. Corresponding values in

TA ? GC mutation are 0.23 kcal/mol for the charging

step of the free state and 0.73 kcal/mol for the vdW-

transformation step of the bound state. These uncertainties

are quite acceptable for the analysis of the computed

results. This suggests that the MD simulations used are

sufficiently well equilibrated to calculate free energies of

mutations.

For the GC ? AT mutation, only those atoms that are

different in purine and pyrimidine bases (and are replaceable

to transform purine to pyrimidine and vice versa) were

affected. The replaceable atoms of guanine and cytosine

bases were discharged, and the replaceable atoms of adenine

and thymine bases were charged in the discharging and

charging steps, respectively. In the vdW-transformation step,

a vdW softcore potential was used for theses atoms. For DNA

in the free state (solvated DNA in water), DGdischg and DGchg

are 266.81 and -102.39 kcal/mol, respectively, while DGvdw

gives 9.81 kcal/mol. From Table 4, it can be understood that

for DNA in the bound state (solvated PRH–DNA complex),

the free energy related to each of the three steps is not con-

siderably changed; DGdischg decreases by 0.67 to 266.14 kcal/

mol, DGvdw increases by 0.49 to 10.30 kcal/mol, and DGchg

increases by 0.82 to -101.57 kcal/mol. The overall relative

binding free energy of the GC ? AT mutation (DDG) is

equal to 0.64 kcal/mol. Although this value is small, the

contribution of DGchg is nonetheless greater than that of

DGdischg and DGvdw, respectively.

In the TA ? GC mutation, all atoms in thymine and ade-

nine bases were discharged in the discharging step, and all

atoms in guanine and cytosine bases were charged in the

charging step owing to the transformation of the purine to

pyrimidine bases and vice versa. These atoms were treated with

the vdW softcore potential in the vdW-transformation step.

Fig. 9 Free energy gradients dG/dk for the discharging (top) and

charging steps (bottom) of the TA ? GC mutation, as a function of

time for k = 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 (left and right plots are related to the

free and bound states, respectively). The cumulative averages are

shown in red, black and violet lines for k = 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9,

respectively
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For DNA in the free state, DGdischg and DGchg are 163.08

and -335.67 kcal/mol, respectively. DGvdw is equal to -

0.84 kcal/mol. From Table 4, it can be found that the ther-

modynamic effect of removing the charge is very similar

when done in the free and bound state. The change in the free

energy in the bound and the free states for the charging step

(1.8 kcal/mol) is greater than that of the vdW-transformation

(1.12 kcal/mol) and discharging (0.91 kcal/mol) steps. In

addition, the difference of the free energies in the bound and

free states for each of the three steps is larger than the dif-

ference observed in the case of the GC ? AT mutation. This

result can be attributed to the fact that changes created in the

TA ? GC perturbation is greater than those in the

GC ? AT perturbation. Interestingly, the main contribution

to the difference in binding free energies (DDG of 2 kcal/mol)

results from the charging step. The results obtained from the

free energy analysis are in good accordance with those of

hydrogen bond analysis. In both cases, native complex is

more stable than M1 and M2 complexes, and the stability of

the M1 complex is more than that of the M2 complex.

Conclusions

In the current study, the structural and energetic effects of

base pair mutations on the binding of the PRH protein with

specific DNA sequences were investigated. The combination

of MD simulation with free energy calculation provides

Fig. 10 Free energy gradients

dG/dk for discharging (top),

vdW-transformation (middle)

and charging steps (bottom) of

the GC ? AT mutation as a

function of coupling constant

(left and right plots are related

to the free and bound states,

respectively). The error bars
show the SD
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Fig. 11 Free energy gradients

dG/dk for the discharging (top),

vdW-transformation (middle)

and charging steps (bottom) of

the TA ? GC mutation as a

function of the coupling

constant (left and right plots are

related to the free and bound

states, respectively). The error
bars show the SD

Table 4 Binding free energy results for GC ? AT and TA ? GC mutations and their statistical uncertainties (in parentheses)

Free energy changes Solvated DNA in watera Solvated PRH–DNA complexa Solvated DNA in waterb Solvated PRH–DNA complexb

DGdischg 266.81 (0.29) 266.14 (0.64) 163.08 (0.32) 162.17 (0.57)

DGvdw 9.81 (0.49) 10.30 (0.43) -0.84 (0.68) 0.28 (0.73)

DGchg -102.39 (0.48) -101.57 (0.55) -335.67 (0.23) -333.87 (0.37)

DGtotal 174.23 174.87 -173.43 -171.43

DDG 0.64 2

Free energies in kcal/mol
a (GC ? AT) mutation
b (TA ? GC) mutation
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details about the molecular mechanism of binding between

the protein and the DNA.

In the first part of the study, three MD simulations of

20 ns were performed for the native and two mutated

complexes. Structural properties such as the RMSD, RMSF

and the secondary structure of protein were evaluated from

these trajectories. Upon mutation, analysis of molecular

dynamics trajectories showed that the RMSD and RMSF

values for both PRH and DNA in the complex were

increased, indicating the greater stability of the native

complex relative to the mutated complexes, particularly

relative to the M2 complex. Despite base pair mutation and

changes in DNA sequence, the major secondary structural

element of PRH in the native and mutated complexes is an

a-helix, and the overall secondary structure pattern of PRH

in the complexes is maintained upon the mutations.

Hydrogen bond analysis shows, despite maintaining the

overall pattern of hydrogen bond interactions, the number

of direct and water-mediated hydrogen bonds existing

between PRH and DNA in the native complex is greater

than that of the two mutated complexes, particularly for the

M2 complex. Upon mutation, some hydrogen bonds playing

a role in the stability of the complex are lost. The analysis

indicates that the occupancy of the hydrogen bonds in the

native complex is greater than in the M1 complex, while the

M1 complex has greater occupancy than the M2 complex.

In the second part of the study, the relative binding free

energy for GC ? AT and TA ? GC mutations was

investigated using a computational approach in which each

perturbation is done in three steps. It was found that the

predicted relative binding free energies are 0.64 and 2 kcal/

mol for GC ? AT and TA ? GC mutations, respectively.

Since the DDG value is positive for both mutations and

DDG for the TA ? GC mutation is larger than that for the

GC ? AT mutation, it can be deduced that among the

three DNA sequences investigated, the native complex is

more stable than the two mutated complexes. However,

stability of the M1 complex is greater than that of the M2

complex and is close to that of the native complex. Overall,

there is good agreement between the results obtained from

the free energy and hydrogen bond analysis that confirm

that the native complex is the most stable.
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